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ABSTRACT

This study demonstrated a full evaporation (FE) technique for organic sulfide
analysis in kraft pulping liquors using headspacegas chromatography (HSGC). A very
small volume (10 pL) of iquor sample is introduced into a sampling vial of about 20 mL
and heated to an elevated temperature. Near-complete analyte transfer from the condensed
phase to the vapor phase (headspace)is achieved in a very short period of time because of
the small sample size and overheating; therefore, HSGC analysis provides the direct
measurements of the analytes without sampling the liquid phase. The FE HSGC eliminates
the matrix effects on the calibration for quantitative analysis. Furthermore, calibration using
an external gas standard can be applied when the liquid standard is not available. The
method eliminates the solvent extraction requirement for organic sulfide analysis in krafi
liquors. It is simple, rapid, and accurate.

Key words: Headspace, Gas Chromatography, Pulsed Flame Photometric Detector, Sulfide,
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INTR.ODUCTION

The odoroussulfide compoundsgeneratedduringkraft pulpingprocesseshavebeen
an environmental concern.The quantificationof the volatileorganicsulfide compoundsin

pulpingprocessescanleadto a better understandingof the formationmechanismsand,in
turn, to a reductionin their formation. Unfortunately,it is not trivial to accuratelydetermine
the organicsulfide compoundsin the cookingliquorsbecausethey arecorrosivein nature
andhavea complicatedsamplematrix containingmany inorganicsaltsthat preventthe
direct gaschromatographic(GC) analysisthroughdirect injectionof the liquor sample.

To avoid the interferencefrom the samplematrix andGC columndamageby the
corrosivematerials,samplepretreatmenthasto be adopted.AnderssonandBergstrom[l]
usedcarbontetrachlorideasa solventto extractthe organicsulfur compoundsfor GC
analysis.Later PrakashandMurray [2] foundthat toluenewas bestfor extractionof
hydrogensulfide(J&S)andmethyl mercaptan(MM), while carborrtetrachloridewas best for
extractionof dimethyl sulfide(DMS) anddimethyldisulfide(DMDS). Therefore,different
chemicalshaveto be usedfor optimumanalysis.Becausethe efficiency of the solvent
extractionprocedureis alwayslessthan 1 andvarieswith both the solventusedandthe
speciesto be extracted,calibrationis requiredto obtainthe extractionefficiencyfor
quantitativeanalysis,however,calibrationleadsto a more complicatedandtime-consuming
experimentalprocedureandcompromisesthe measurementaccuracy.Furthermore,the
tailing effect of the solventsignalpeak(usuallya hugepeak)on the GC chromatogrammay
requirethe useof empiricalmethods[l] to calculatethe peakareaof organicsulfidesof
interest,which can alsosignificantlyaffect the measurementaccuracy.Finally, carbon
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tetrachloride is now prohibited in the laboratory as a solvent due to environmental
regulations in many countries.

Because the odorous organic sulfides are very volatile, direct gas extraction has also
been used. Rayner et al. [3] used a stripping method to quantify MM, DMS, and DMDS in
contaminated pulping waters. In their method, a specially designed stripping cell was used
to strip the sulfur compounds into a collection column. Sulfuric acid was used to neutralize
the black liquor to yield mercaptan from mercaptide ions. The stripping procedure was
time-consuming, and was not applied to black liquors. Moreover, the presumed 100%
stripping efficiency of organic sulfides can be a problem when it is applied to black liquors.
Partial gas extraction using headspacegas chromatography (HSGC) has also been applied
for the analysis of volatile organic compounds in solutions [4,5].

This partial gas

extraction HSGC method is based on standard addition and headspacephase equilibrium so
that the species concentration in the liquid phase can be determined from two measurements
in the vapor phase (headspace)before and after standard addition without sampling the
liquid phase. We have applied this HSGC method to analyze volatile organic compounds
such as methanol and methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) in kraft black liquors in a previous study
[5]. Although sulfur compounds were not measured in the study, it is possible to measure
DMS and DMDS with a flame ionization detector (FID) using this method as indicated by
the chromatogram [5]. However, it is difficult to measure MM using the ordinary HSGC
method even with a highly sensitive detector, such as the pulsed flame photometric detector
(PFPD) used in the present study, because no liquid form of MM can be used under standard
laboratory conditions for standard addition as required by the method. The method also
presents another problem because it assumesthat the species to be analyzed is at infinite
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dilution in the solutionso that the liquid-vaporpartition coefficientis a constantbeforeand
after standardaddition.

The full evaporation(FE) techniqueusedin the presentstudywas initially developed
by Markelov andGuzowski[6]. It usesa very smallsamplesizeto achievea near-complete
transferof analytesfrom a condensed
matrix into a vaporphasein a very shortperiodof
time; therefore,it doesnot requiresamplepretreatmentandit eliminatesthe unknown
extractionefficiencyproblem. Conductingthe measurements
in a headspace
gas
chromatograph,not only offers the advantagesof measurementautomationandthe
*

eliminationof the matrix interferencefrom non-volatilesaltsor othermaterials,the
eliminationof the standardadditionprocedurerequiredin a previouslydescribedordinary
HSGC method(partial gasextraction). It shouldbe pointedout that completeevaporation
of the condensedanalyteis not necessary[6], it only requiresthe near-completetransfer of
the analyteinto the vaporphase. Thepresentstudyappliedthe full evaporationtechniqueto
measureorganicsulfur compoundsin pulpingliquors,namely,MM, DMS, andDMDS,
usinga headspace
gaschromatographyequippedwith a pulsedflamephotometricdetector
(PFPD). The objectiveof the studyis to demonstratea simpleandaccurateFE HSGC for
organicsulfide analysisin pulping liquors. With someof the high extractionefficiency
solvents,e.g., carbontetrachloride,beingprohibitedin many countriesdueto environmental
regulations,the presentstudyprovidesa technicallysuperiorandenvironmentallysound
alternativeto the only testedmethod,which was reportedsome30 yearsagoandwhich uses
usingtediousandtime-consumingsolventextraction[ 1,2].

METHODOLOGY

A material balance of an analyte dispensed into a sampling vial can be described by
the following equation after thermal equilibrium of the sample [6]:

cc = M*/(KV-+VJ

(1)

where Cc is the equilibrium concentration of the analyte in the vapor phase (headspace),MO
is the initial mass of the analyte in the sample, K = CL/C, is the analyte phase partition
coefficient, VRis the sample residual volume after thermal equilibrium (the -volume of the
condensed phase may change significantly after thermal equilibrium due to heating), VGis
the volume of the vapor phase (headspace).

Because a GC detector response is proportional to the mass of the analyte transferred
from the headspace,i.e., the analyte concentration in the vapor phase Cc becausethe
headspacetransfer volume or sample loop volume is fixed for a given instrument setup, Eqn
(1) indicates that the GC detector response will be influenced by the partition coefficient of
the analyte K in the sample that is dependent on the sample matrix and temperature. In the
case of near-complete evaporation, however, the term of KVR is significantly smaller than
the headspacevolume V& i.e., KV’ << VG, and, hence,

(2)
Therefore, the effect of the sample matrix is eliminated.

Detailed analysis of an appropriate sample size with respect to thermal equilibrium
temperature, analyte, and its partition coefficient in a system were presented by Markelov
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and Guzowski [6]. In this study, we will experimentally demonstrate that a near-complete
analyte transfer can be achieved in the analysis of organic sulfide in kraft pulping liquors.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals

All chemicals used in the experiment were from commercial sources. The
concentration of MM in a standard gas (Holox, SN: SA9275) is 100 ppm by volume. A
standard of DMS-water solution of concentration 169 mgL was prepared in house with the
addition of 0.5 M NaOH solution.

Black Liquors

Conventional soda and kraf’t pulping of southern pine with two sulfidity levels of 15
and 30% were conducted using a bomb-type batch digester to obtain black liquors. For each
set of pulping conditions selected, the pulping process was terminated at different pulping
u

times to obtain the rate of MM, DMS, DMDS formation under a selected set of pulping
conditions. By this approach, the effect of pulp kappa number or cooking H factor on
organic sulfide compound formation can be obtained. The volume of the bomb digester was
500 mL. Each cook used 50 grams of ovendry wood chip. Special procedures were taken in
the collection of the black liquor to avoid the oxidation of MM.

The bomb digester was

first cooled down immediately after the completion of each cook using an ice bath, then the
black liquor was dispensed into a sampling vial that was thoroughly purged with nitrogen as
stock liquor. The vial with the stock liquor was then air sealed with a septum and stored in a

refrigerator. Whenanalysiswas needed,anothersamplingvial, astestingvial, which was
thoroughlypurgedwith nitrogenwasused. An exactknown amountof black liquor was
dispensedinto the testingvial usinga syringe. Thevolumeof the testingvial, asmeasured,
was 21.6 mL. Theblack liquor was thenacidifiedbeforeGC measurements
to yield MM
from mercaptideions.

Apparatus and Operation

All measurements
were carriedout usinganHP-7694Automatic HeadspaceSampler
andModel HP-6890capillarygaschromatograph(Hewlett-Packard,PaloAtlo, CA, U.S.A.).
GC conditionswere: HP-5 capillarycolumnat 30°C, carriergasheliumflow rate of 1.1
mL/min. A pulsedflame photometricdetector(PFPD,0.1. Analytical,TX, U.S.A.) was
employedwith hydrogenandair flow rates(The systemrequirestwo air flows.) of 11.5, 10,
and 15mL/min, respectively. Headspace
operatingconditionswere: 5 minutesstrong
shakingfor equilibrationof the sample,vial pressurizationtime of 0.2 min, sampleloop fill
time of 1.Omin, andloop equilibrationtime of 0.05min.

The samplevials werepurgedby nitrogengasin orderto minimizethe effect of
oxygenon the MM determination.The samplepreparationandmeasurement
procedures
were asfollows: Inject 10 I-ILof samplesolutioninto a closed21.6 mL vial by micro
syringeandplaceit into the headspace
sampletray for HS-GC measurements.For
quantifying total MM, a 50 PL of 0.5 M sulfuric acidwas addedinto the vial for the
acidificationof the black liquor.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Effect of Sample Size and Sample Matrix

As indicated by Eqn. (l), both the sample size and the partition coefficient of the
analyte can affect the measurement accuracy when using the FE HSGC method. We used a
DMS-water solution to test the valid sample size range (the partition coefficient KDMsof
DMS is greater than that of MM). Several FE HSGC measurements of DMS in small
testing sarnples were conducted at a headspacetemperature of 80°C. The sample sizes were
varied; however, the total mass of DMS in these testing samples were kept constant by
diluting the standard DMS-water solution. The PFPD signals were recorded. It was found
that the PDPF signals essentially remained constant for sample sizes ranging from 6 to 21
pL. The relative standard deviation of the recorded signal from six measurements with
different sample sizes is only 1.6%, as listed in Table I. This indicates that a sample size of
about 10 PL used in the present study is valid to achieve near-complete analyte transfer
from the liquid solution to the vapor phase (headpsace). The valid sample size can be
increased with the increase in temperature.

Black liquors obtained from soda pulping process were then used to study the effect
of the sample matrix. The liquors were obtained by terminating the soda cooking process at
various cooking times so that the solids contents of the liquors are different. The soda
liquors should have very similar sample matrices to those of kraft liquors under the same
delignification conditions, except that soda liquors do not contain sulfur compounds. A
known amount (1 pg) of DMS was added into each soda liquor sample with a sample size of
12 pL, and the DMS signal of the PFPD at a headspacetemperature of 80°C was recorded.
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It was found that the PFPD signal count is independent of the liquor sample (or solids
content) and is a constant. The relative standard deviation of the recorded signal from seven
measurements with solids content varied from 1 to 17.6% is only 4.1%, as listed in Table II,
indicating that the black liquor sample matrix does not affect the validity of the FE HSGC
measurements of sulfur compounds in black liquors.

To further demonstrate the validity of sulfur compounds measurements using FE
HSGC in krafi black liquors at a temperature of SO”C,we conducted several FE HSGC
measurements of a krafi liquor with different sample sizes. The total solids-content of the
6

liquor was 15%. It was found that the square root of the PFPD signal of DMS was linearly
proportional to the sample size (or total DMS mass) up to a sample size of 400 FL as shown
in Fig. 1. Therefore, a sample size of 60 PL that includes 50 PL of acid solution (to yield
MM) was used for all black liquor analysis in this study.

Effect of SampleSizeon Equilibrium Time

One advantage of the FE HSGC over ordinary HSGC is fast analyte transfer from
the condensed phase to the vapor phase (headspace). We conducted several equilibration
tests with various sample sizes to quantitatively validate this argument and to give
experimental guidance for future applications. A methanol-water solution was used to
investigate the effect of sample size on the time needed to achieve thermal equilibrium. As
shown in Fig. 2, it was found that the equilibration time was reduced from about 30 minutes
to less than 2 minutes for a sample size less than 50 PL when using a sample size of 10 mL.
Therefore, near-complete analyte transfer is very rapid using FE HSGC.

Effect of Oxygen on the MM Measurement

Thoils are readily oxidized by molecular oxygen. This oxidation reaction can be
accelerated by alkalinity [7]. It was reported that MM in aqueous solutions can be easily
oxidized to form DMDS [3]. This reaction is significant when the MM level is very low. In
the present study, it was found that the effect of MM oxidation in black liquors is very
significant, especially at an elevated temperature. For example, when a 10 PL of black
liquor sample is added into a 21.6 mL vial with air at 80°C, the MM in an acidified black
liquor can be completely eliminated by oxygen present in the headspaceair within 5
minutes. Therefore, it is extremely important to avoid contact between the black liquor and
air throughout the entire experiment. The testing vials were thoroughly purged using
nitrogen before dispensing black liquor for GC measurements to eliminate the oxidation of
MM. The purge nitrogen flow rate was 130 mL/min. Figure 3 shows the PFPD signal of
MM measured in several testing vials that were purged with nitrogen for different periods of
time and dispensed with the same amounts of a kraft black liquor. The result indicates that a
2-minute purge was sufficient to obtain a constant MM signal meaning that the oxygen was
completely purged out of the 2 1.6 mL sample vial.

Experimental Calibration

An external calibration standard was used in this study. Because near-complete
analyte transfer or full evaporation was achieved in the present FE HSGC measurements, a
standard MM gas from a commercial source was used to calibrate MM. On the other hand,
DMS and DMDS were calibrated using a liquid standard for simplicity. Both the DMS- and
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DMDS-water solutionswere preparedunderalkalineconditionsto increasetheir solubilities
in the water. Figure4 showsa calibrationcurveof DMS obtainedusingdifferent volumes
(or mass)of the calibrationsolution. Theresultsindicatethat the squareroot of the PFPD
signalis linearly proportionalto the total DMS massin a testingsampleasshownin Eqn.
(3).

m=Q+k&i

where yytis the massof the speciesto be measured,A is the PFPDpeakarea,k = 4.4586 is
the calibrationconstant,andQ = 1.4is a very smallinterceptof the calibrationcurve dueto
experimentalerrors(Q = 0 in theory). Similarresultswere obtainedfor MM andDMDS.

Experimental Validation

Becausesodaliquorsarefree of sulfur compoundsbut havesimilar samplematrices
to that of krafi liquors,different known amountsof DMS were addedto a sodablack liquor
of solidscontent 15%to validatethe FE HSGC measurements.Thetestingsamplevolume
was 10 pL, andthe measurements
were carriedout at 80°C. The presentmethodmeasures
the amountof DMS accordingto Eqn. (3) in this setof sodaliquorsthat were spikedwith
DMS. ThemeasuredDMS in thesesamplesthenwas comparedto the known amounts
spiked. For a given DMS rangeof 1 - 650ng, the measuredDMS dataarein excellent
agreementwith thosespikedasshownin Fig. 5. Themaximumrelativestandarddifference
is 7.7%.
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Chromatograms and PFPD Signalsia Kraft Black Liquors

It shouldbepointedout that the sensitivityof a flame ionizationdetector(FID) is
goodenoughto measureDMS. However,it is not goodenoughto measureMM and
DMDS. Onemain advantageof usinga PFPDfor sulfur compoundmeasurements
is that it
hasa very high selectivityof sulfur overhydrocarbon(10’:1) that is much higherthan an
ordinary flame photometricdetector(PFD). Therefore,the signalsof most hydrocarbon
compoundscanbe significantly,or evencompletely,eliminatedto avoidpossible
chromatographicpeakinterference.Figure6a showsa typical chromatogramof a kraft
liquor sampleobtainedusinga PFPDin a FE HSGC measurement.It canbe seenthat the
signalpeakseparationsareexcellent. The first hugepeakwas hydrogensulfide(H2Sand
SO,) yieldedfkom the acidificationof the liquor. BecauseH,S andSO, neverexist in black
liquorsundernormal liquor pH.conditions,we did not report H,S andSO, datain this study.
For comparisonpurposes,a chromatogramof a sameliquor sampleobtainedusing a FID is
shownin Fig. 6b. It canbe seenthat DMS canbe measuredusinga FID. It shouldbe
I

pointedout that a different columnwas usedfor the FID measurements
that causedthe
differencesin the retentiontimes of the peaksbetweenFigs. 6a and6b.

Application

We measuredthe MM, DMS, andDMDS concentrationsin two setsof kraft liquors
obtainedin high sulfidity (30%), low sulfidity (15%) andplus AQ (0.05%)pulping
processes.The activealkali chargewas 18%for both of the pulpingprocesses.The black
liquorswere first acidifiedto yield MM from the mercaptideionspresentin the liquors.
The measuredMM, DMS, andDMDS concentrationsas a hction
12

of kappanumber are

shown in Fig. 7. The results indicate that DMS was not formed until the cooking
temperature was raised to 170°C (kappa number 100). The sulfidity of the pulping process
and catalyst AQ have no effect on the amount of DMS formation. However, both the
sulfidty and AQ have a significant effect on the formation of MM, indicating that low
sulfidity and AQ cooking may result in significant odor reduction in krafi mills. The results
also show that there is a limited amount of DMDS in the fresh pulping liquors, which agrees
with the results reported by Andersson [8].

CONCLUSIONS

We successfully demonstrated the full evaporation technique for measurements of
organic sulfur compounds in krafi black liquors by headspacegas chromatography equipped
with a pulsed flame photometric detector. The FE HSGC measurements greatly simplified
organic sulfide analysis in kraft liquors by eliminating the conventional solvent extraction
procedure and using either gas or liquid in an external calibration standard. With the
combination of FET and PFPD, the measurements completely eliminated sample matrix
interference for organic sulfide analysis in krafi liquors. The FET also greatly reduced the
thermal equilibrium time in conventional HSGC by using a very small sample size. The
present FE HSGC method is simple, rapid, and accurate. It eliminates the use of hazardous
solvent for extraction, such as carbon tetrachloride; therefore, the method is also
environmentally sound.
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TableI. Effect of samplesizeon FE HSGC measurements
of DMS.
Sample SampleSize
No .
(PL)
1
6
2
3
4
5
6

9
12
15
18
21

DMS mass

DMS
6?pm)

NaOH
(Mole)

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

169
113
84.5
67.6
56.3
48.3

0.50
0.33
0.25
0.20
0.17
0.14

RSTD
l
The samplevolume is varied from 6 to 21 ~1.

PFPD
counts A
13219
13618
13221
13059
13297
13024

1.6%

TableII. Effect of samplematrix on the determinationof DMS in different sodaliquors.
L SampleNo.
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2
3
4
5
6
7

DMS mass, pg

Total solids, %

1.00
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

5.39
7.45
8.22
11.71
15.62
17.57

PFPDcounts A
11676
11067
I
12075
I
12510
I
I
11842
1
11321
I
11634
I RSD=4.1%

* All samplevolume sizesare 12 ~1.
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